
Outbound 
Recruiting Playbook

Founders. Recruiters. Hiring Managers.

Having trouble attracting and hiring the best talent? Action the tips, 

tricks and hacks in this guide shared by recruiting experts from Kula and 

outside, and make faster, easier, better hires. 
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Introduction

Welcome to Kula’s guide to 

Outbound Recruiting! 

You aim to hire the best. You know it! We know it! 



Well, we’ve got you covered. As you go through various 

sections of our Outbound Recruiting playbook, you’ll not 

only have notes to take, actions to implement, and hacks 

you’ll instantly fall in love with, but also become confident 

about attracting and hiring the best people. 



We took notes from our own recruiting experts. We also 

spoke to a bunch of industry veterans to see how they start 

conversations that actually make potential candidates 

respond and put their best ideas, hooks, and tips into this 

book. Whether you’re reaching out through email, LinkedIn 

Inmails, or anywhere across the internet, this playbook will 

help you engage the candidates you’re eyeing and get the 

conversation started.



To easy (outbound) recruiting! 
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Recruiting is like being on a dating app. 



When you practice inbound recruiting, you wait for candidates 

to make the first move.  But in outbound recruiting, YOU, the 

employer, make the first move. You also get to choose your 

potential fits based on your inclusivity needs. 



Outbound recruiting simply means taking the proactive 

approach of reaching out to potential candidates both passive 

and active. 

What is outbound 
recruiting?
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Why should you 
practice outbound 
recruiting? 

It’s easier & faster. And…


Involves a proactive approach 

Gives you a faster time-to-hire value 


Can be easily automated 

Ensures solid accuracy as you choose your best-fits 

by yourself


Enterprise Sourcing Lead 


Lockheed Martin

Dean Da Costa 


Recruiters and sourcers need to be extremely 

proactive today. The focus must shift from inbound 

to outbound recruitment. Go where your potential 

candidates are hanging out.
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Whether you’re a founder, a recruiter, or a hiring manager - 

you can master the art of outbound recruiting if you do it right. 

So know when you practice outbound recruiting remember 

these important things: 

Know what you need


Before you even begin to find or reach out to candidates, 

ensure that you have a pretty clear picture of your 

requirements - role, qualities and skills, your cultural 

parameters, hiring timelines and so on. It ensures 


predictability and ease of execution. 

Document your requirements


Your notes from your intake meeting with the hiring 

manager, the job description, your brand story, your 

brand values - always document all of it. It helps in going 

back when in doubt; giving out a neat picture to the 

candidates, and minimizing end-moment hassles. 

Execute outbound 
recruiting like a pro!
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Tap into your employee, founder and investor 

network


An apparel brand you’ve never heard of vs a brand your 

bestie keeps talking about - which one would you 

choose? If you’re someone who looks for credible, tried 

and tested stuff -the choice is obvious. Similarly, when 

you’re trying to close open roles what better building a 

talent pool using their contacts and get your outbound 

reach-out started. 

Write Flows messages that make candidates 

respond 


Your Flows messages play the most important role in 

getting your potential candidates to show interest in the 

role you’re offering to them. So whether it’s a quick Inmail 

or a detailed email, make sure your messages don’t spell 

out the same old boring content of repurposed JDs. Get 

quirky, go personalized and write messages that actually 

make the candidates hit the reply buttons, and get the 

conversation started. 


Turn  every employee into a recruiter and 

build a credible talent pool.



We got you covered: Check the next section for 

InMail and email templates along with tips and 

tricks that actually work. 
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Send Flows messages on autopilot on channels and 

time preferred by your candidates 

Imagine receiving a random nudge on your WhatsApp 

at 2 AM from a brand you never heard of. How’d you 

feel? Surprised, annoyed? Perhaps, pissed enough to hit 

the unsubscribe or spam button too?



Now imagine your potential candidate receiving a cold 

message from you at odd timings on their work email. 

Of course, you wouldn’t want to do that to the 

candidate. So make sure you pick the right channels 

and send messages at the right time. And don’t forget to 

automate all of this.

Send messages while you sleep: Schedule 

multi-channel outbound sequences timed across 

days and weeks. Here’s how. 
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Focus on candidate experience

In outbound recruiting, candidate experience begins 

with the very first message that you send to your 

potential candidate. You may or may not hire everyone 

you interview. Similarly, your preferred candidates may 

or may not respond to your messages or accept your 

offer depending on the stage that’s in concern. 

Regardless of the outcome, ensure that you give a 

memorable and well-stitched experience to your 

candidates throughout all the stages of recruiting. After 

all, nobody likes a random InMail with a subject line that 

reads “Opportunity for you. Valid for 24 hours only” or a 

recruiter disappearing into the abyss after sending 5 

consecutive InMails. 

Avoid death by tools

Keep your stack simple. You don’t need hundreds of 

sheets and tools to do outbound recruiting. If you have 

one right platform for your outbound recruiting needs, 

you’re sorted. 

Read on to find out how you can save time and hire at a 

2X speed using Kula’s outbound recruiting platform.

Recommended Read: Recruiting for startups - 

step-wise planning with handy tips and real 

examples. Read here. 
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Going back to being on a dating app. The first message or 

the follow-up message that you send - every word in it 

matters and makes or breaks the chances of getting into a 

relationship. So rather than getting left-swiped (read 

ignored) by your potential candidates, make a habit to send 

messages (sans the cheesy ones, of course!) like you’d send 

to your most likable person.



In this section, you’ll get the do’s and dont’s along with 

templates, for Emails and LinkedIn InMails, that you can 

easily utilize while you set out to talk to  your next potential 

candidate.

Make a promise to yourself: “I am never going to 

send outbound recruiting messages that begin with 

overused words like ‘opportunity’. I can and will get 

creative and specific. 


Send messages that 
make candidates 
respond 
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Outbound Recruiting Emails 
What does it take to have your potential candidates either 

ignore you like those sleazy requests on dating apps or 

instantly want to open your emails and get the conversation 

started? 



Let’s look at some examples!

Notice the 

sordid nature 

of the copy? 

The only 

reaction it 

deserved was 

the reaction 

above from 

the receiver. 


source: reddit
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Examples of emails you should  send 
NEVER



Phew! Pretty long email, isn’t it? 


source: LinkedIn

Zero efforts, copy-paste 

email? The candidate is 

never going to reply. 


source: reddit

I’m not ever going 

to reply to it.

Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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Emails you  take inspiration fromshould

The good: Relatable subject line along with the candidate’s 

first name. The email is crisp and covers the reality of 

marketing along with the specifics of the open role. Has a 

clear action item in closing asking for a 15-minute call.  

Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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The good: It’s a nice follow-up email. The founder is the 

sender himself, the opening gives context about the previous 

emails, the copy highlights the work culture and throws a 

spotlight on the role & opportunity for growth. The email 

signature has relevant information as well. 


Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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The good: Personalized subject line along with the role. The 

email copy opens with a decent appreciation for the 

candidate instantly followed by the context of the message 

the sender wants to convey.  A brief copy covering enough 

information required for a first cold reachout. 

Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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Best Practices

We saw the good and bad examples of emails that recruiters 

send out to potential candidates. Now here’s a handy list of 

do’s and don’ts that you can pin and refer to when you write 

your next outbound recruiting email. 





  while sending outbound 

recruiting emails 

Things to remember

Always verify the candidate’s contact information


You don’t want to send a Designer vacancy email to a 

Software developer. So always verify the receiver’s 

name, personal email ID, current organization, current 

role, etc.  


Have short and clear subject lines


Subject lines with a length of <60 characters work the 

best on most email services. 


Keep your email neat


The neater the email, the better the readability and 

chances of the candidate taking your email seriously. 

So format your email into paragraphs, highlight 

important information, have clear CTA buttons. 


Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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Keep the email short and sweet (KISS) 


Nobody likes to read lengthy emails. Try to convey your 

recruiting needs in three-four paragraphs. Open up with 

a hook phrase, follow it up with relevance for the 

candidate, get into the specifics of the role without 

giving away too much information, and close the email 

with a question or an action item for the candidate to 

respond to you with. 


Personalize as much as possible 


Personalization doesn’t stop at adding the first name in 

subject lines or email copies. Go a step further by 

talking about the candidate’s skills, something that is 

unique to their career progression, something you 

noticed and liked about their work. 


Tell your story like it is 


Remember that people always believe in people. So 

instead of filling your email with a list copy-pasted from 

JDs, talk a bit about your organization’s culture, help 

the candidate imagine how would it be like for them if 

they join your org,and  keep things honest.  If you are a 

small team and would require the candidate to take up 

more, then state it upfront. 


Outbound Recruiting Emails: Best Practices 
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End your emails with a clear action item


Always end the email with one clear action item for the 

candidate. For example: Ask the candidate for their 

availability for an exploratory call or to respond to your 

email with any queries they might have related to the 

job opening. 

Time your email carefully 


Mid-week and Sunday are usually known to get high 

response-rate from candidates. However, we’d 

recommend you experiment and conclude which time 

and day(s) work the best for your industry.    
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Things to avoid while sending outbound 

recruiting emails  


5 Avoid slang and jargon>

5 Avoid spam word8

5 Don’t send long email copies>

5 Avoid run-of-the-mill messaging>

5 Don’t overshare information in the first email itself>

5 Don’t flood your email with several different action 

buttons>

5 Never send emails on the candidates work email ID>

5 Don’t send emails when your candidates are asleep


Concise, jargon-free, and honest recruiting 

emails  perform the best. 

Outbound email metrics you must track

Monitoring metrics of your recruiting emails helps you 

measure success, and indicates areas where you need to 

make improvisations in your email campaigns�

5 Response rate>

5 Opened>

5 Clicked 


Outbound Recruiting Emails Outbound Recruiting Emails: Best Practices 
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Ready-to-use Templates 

Subject Lines for First Reachout 

Subject linesV

NC <candidate.name>, we need you at <org.name6

.C <candidate.name>, your love for building products is 

inspiring! Let’s chat?T

$C <candidate.name>,  our CEO gets <function.name>(

EC <candidate.name>, Lead from the front at 

<org.name>? 

Outbound Recruiting Emails 
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Hey {{candidate.first_name}},



My name is {{sender.first_name}} and I take care of tech 

recruitment at {{org.name}}.



We’re looking for someone like you to join us as Lead 

Software Engineer - Marketplace at {{org.name}}.



[talk about your organization’s services/products in a 

sentence or two] 



Are you open to a fifteen-minute call today or tomorrow 

to talk about the opportunity?



Best,


{{sender.email_signature}}


Email copy for first touchpoint

Outbound Recruiting Emails: Template
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Hi {{candidate.first_name}},



I'm sure you get boatloads of emails asking to join their 

team. But I can bet they don't have my determination.



I'm {{sender.name}} of {{org.name}} 



What's {org.name}}? [describe what your organization’s 

does]



We're looking for a {{job.title}} who'll join the founding 

team and [describe the role].



I think you'll enjoy this journey much more. But that's 

just me. Why trust this random email?



How about I make you believe my claim in a 15-minute 

call today?



{{sender.email_signature}}
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Subject lines�

32 UI, you and all of us at {{org.name}}�

�2 Your love for {{skill.name}} amazes us!�

�2 {{referrer.name}} says you’re fantastic at 

{{skill.name}}�

+2 What {{org.name}} and you have in common is 

perfect!�

�2 {{candidate.first_name}}, your career trajectory 

inspires us!. 
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Outbound Recruiting Emails: Template

Subject lines for follow-up emails



Hey {{candidate.first_name}},



I am {{sender.first_name}}, the CTO of {{org.name}}.



I believe our recruitment team reached out to you about 

the Senior Product Designer role. I thought I'll tell you 

a lil bit more about the way we build our products along 

with a bit about our culture.



We build and deliver at lightspeed, and have immense 

fun along with tons of learning. Our products are built 

keeping our users' needs at the center ensuring they 

have the most seamless experience using our products. 

In your role as a Senior Product Designer, you'll be 

involved in conceptualizing and designing the 

interfacing, and overall owning up to the product design 

vision that you come up with.



I consider you a strong leader who can make the above 

happen.



Let's connect sometime this week and we'll walk you 

through what we have in store for you in detail?



{{sender.email_signature}}
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Subject line: A match made in the CX heaven!



Hey {{candidate.first_name}},



Did you get a chance to check the last couple of emails 

we sent across?



Since we didn’t hear from you, I am assuming you’d be 

tied up motivating your team of troubleshooters and 

making customers happy. Fair enough. That’s what a 

true CX leader does anyway - and we at Meter love 

leaders as yourself.



Getting to the point: We’re seeking our Head of 

Customer Experience at {{org.name}} to take our CX 

up a notch. Someone who brings empathy for 

customers, partners and teammates. Who knows what it 

takes to build and retain a solid team of Support 

Engineers and Customer Success folks.



And your profile looks like a match made in our CX 

heaven!



If you’re aligned with us, let us know and I’ll set up a call 

to walk you through what’s in store.



{{sender.email_signature}}
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{{candidate.first_name}},



Several folks at {{org.name}} have recommended your 

profile for the role of Technical Support Engineer. 



And I gather that you’ve been exceptional at solving 

problems and keeping customers happy.



As we grow, I plan to have the best of the lot in my team. 

Someone who loves solving issues with conviction, 

keeping customers happy and laying foundations for 

future teammates. I aim to raise the bar high and build a 

playbook for support teams across the globe, with 

someone like you. 



I wanted to know if the star solver in you is inspiring you 

to lay the foundation for {{org.name}}’s Tech Support 

Team.



My team and I would have written to you earlier. We 

might send a couple more emails. Hope you don’t mind 

them.



We’re just taking a shot at opening an opportunity for 

True Troubleshooters like yourself.



So do drop me a line if you’d want to talk about how we 

could build a world-class support team together.



{{sender.email_signature}}
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Outbound Recruiting Emails: Template



Subject lines for final call

Subject linesV

ON One last message before we go!T

,N {{candidate.first_name}}, I want to give one try 

before I go!T

!N I’ve been told you’re a true Troubleshooter/Artist/CX 

Expert-

6N I’d be sad to take a pause here, but i’ll have to'

�N {{candidate.firstname}}, wish you good luck!T

�N {{candidate.first_name}}, we don’t know what giving 

up’s like. Do we?T

/N about my follow-ups… 
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Hey {{candidate.first_name}},



Sometimes when people go AWOL we tend to give up.


I know, you’re not among the ones who easily give up. 

And neither am I. We’re Support folks after all! :)



I understand you must be busy pacifying that furious 

customer or solving yet another ticket for the day 

without giving up.



But I wanted to check in one last time before we stop 

bothering you - if you’ve thought about the Technical 

Support Engineer's role at {{org.name}} that we’d 

reached out to you for.



In case you missed it earlier, here's a glimpse:



[brief description of your organization] 



You'll be playing a role of an enabler by [briefly line out 

the responsibilities]. 



Let me know what you think!



{{sender.email_signature}}



P.S. You might get a nudge from me sometime later in 

case we're unable to get through. We don’t give up on 

good folks after all.
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Hey {{candidate.first_name}},



I know you hate it when your prospects ghost you. Me 

too. :)



I have this recurring reminder on my calendar to nudge 

and check if you're ready for your next move.


If you have a certain timeline in your mind, I can circle 

back then.



{{sender.email_signature}}



P.S: I hope it's cool with you to receive a couple of emails 

now and then from me about new openings for your 

profile.
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Outbound Recruiting Emails: Template



Hey <FirstName>,



I noticed your <video/blog/campaign> last week and I’m 

really impressed by the work you’d put. In fact, I even 

shared it with my Marketing team here at {{org.name}} 

and everyone’s become your fan. 



We’re actually looking for an expert like you to lead our 

Marketing team. We’re a 20 people startup working on 

[about the company/company’s mission]. And I think 

you’d enjoy taking up this challenge. 



Would you be interested in a brief call to chat about 

your amazing campaign and the role sometime this 

week?



Best,


<Signature>
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Outbound Recruiting InMails 
on LinkedIn 

What does it take to have your potential candidates either 

ignore you like those sleazy requests on dating apps or 

instantly want to open your emails and get the conversation 

started? 



Let’s look at some examples!

Step into your potential candidate’s shoes while 

drafting your InMail copy and think what kind of 

message would you respond to as a potential 

candidate. 
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Who would want to respond to a message with typos and 

lack of clarity? 

source: Reddit

Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails: Examples
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InMails you should  sendNEVER



Is that even worth an InMail? Typos, asking for favors, and a 

casual approach to messaging. Who’d take it seriously? 


source: LinkedIn Talent blog
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails: Examples



The good: Commonality established about a particular 

topic. The crispness of the message. 

source: LinkedIn Talent blog

Sarah Wilcows


Senior Recruiter at DunderMiff

Hi Jocelyn,



As soon as I saw the David Ogilvy quote on your profile, I knew I had to get in 

touch. We actually have the same quote framed in our office.



I’m currently building out a paid media team and think you’d be a great fit. Do 

you have some time next week for a quick call to talk about the role, and of 

course, the wise words of Mr. Ogilvy?
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The good: Clear subject line highlighting the role, the org, 

and  remote work option. The email copy gets straight to the 

point and leaves the candidate with an action item of their 

preference. 



source: Zapier
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails: Examples



The good: Relevance in the subject line using the 

candidate’s current organization details. The email copy is 

honest, clearly states what the organization is looking for, 

and ends with a humble note. 
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Best Practices 

Things to remember while sending outbound 

recruiting InMails 

F Let your subject line speak for itself.^

F Keep your InMail copy short and simple. Stick to 400-600 

characters^

F Establish context at the beginning of your InMaiX

F Personalize your message. Personalized InMails perform 

about 15% better than ones sent in bulk2

F Focus on candidates who are “Recommended Matches” 

or “Open to Work”. They are about 35% more likely to 

respond than others2

F Conclude your message with a clear action iteA

F Send your messages between 9:00 am and 10:00 am on 

a weekday. Try sending InMails at different times during 

the week and compare response rates.^

F Add a a signature right including your name, position, 

and company website so candidates can find out more 

about your organization. 

Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails
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 Avoid sending InMails at odd timings�

 Don’t craft long, boring InMail copies�

 Don’t overdo the frequency of sending InMails�

 Avoid overused terms like opportunity, vacancy, etc.�

 Don’t flood your message with multiple CTA!

 Don’t mess up your email signature with 100s of social 

media buttons 

Things to avoid while sending outbound recruiting 

InMails 
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Ready-to-use Templates

Subject lines2

=< [mutual connection] suggested we should get in 

touch�

�< Too good to be true. But it is what it is.0

�< {{candidate.first_name}}, we need you at 

{{org.name}}0

'< {{candidate.first_name}}, your passion for {{skill}} is 

inspiring 
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Hi {{candidate.first_name}}, 



I’m {{sender.name}, working as {{sender.jobtitle}} at 

{{org.name}} - [one-liner description about your org]. I 

came across your profile as we’re looking for a [job_title] 

with [mention specific knowledge or skills, like “an expertise 

in Designing and Frontend Dev”] and I think you’d be a 

perfect fit.



I’d like to share more details about this role and learn a few 

things about you as well. Shall we connect [include date 

and time or timeframe]? I’d be happy to set up a call. 



Also, feel free to ask any questions you may have. 



Best 


{{sender.signature}}
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails Template



Hi {{candidate.first_name}},


 


We at {{org.name}} are looking for someone like to {describe 

the responsibility briefly}}. 


 


Based on your years of experience, we think you would 

enjoy shaking things up and taking {{org.name}}  to the 

next level. I can work around your schedule for a quick 

discussion to walk you through the role and address any 

queries. Let me know if we can connect sometime this 

week! 


 


P.S. We are an organization that encourages remote 

working, inclusivity, and mental health care.  


 


{{sender.signature}}
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails Template



Hi {{candidate.firstname}},


 


{{referrer.name}} who is a mutual connection of ours, 

speaks very highly of you. 


 


So when I started looking for {{job.title}} at {{org.name}}, 

your profile was my top recall. The role would involve you 

to {{describe the responsibilities}}. 


 


We recently announced a xx$ funding backed by [names] 

and have plans to expand across {geographies}. These are 

exciting times for {{org.name}} and I think you’d really enjoy 

being a part of the organization. 


 


Happy to set up a call or send over further information. Let 

me know what’d you prefer


{{sender.signature}}
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails Template



Hey {{candidate.firstname}},



[Mention how you came across their profile, e.g. looking for 

a specific skill set or through a mutual connection].



We currently have an open role for {{job.title}}.  Are you 

available for a call so that we can discuss further? In case 

you’re not ready for a change at the moment, I’d be happy 

to stay in touch for future job opportunities.



Looking forward to hearing back from you,



{{sender.signature}}


Mutual Connection
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails Template



Hi {{candidate.firstname}},



I hope you’re doing good I couldn’t help but notice that 

your [Skill 1] and [Skill 2] experience would make you a 

great fit for {{job.title}} at {{org.name}}



I’d love to spend 15 minutes to learn more about your 

career goals and share more details about the said role.


 


Let me know if you’re free sometime this week? 



Thanks again for your time, and take care!



Best,


{{sender.signature}}


Establishing connections highlighting the candidate’s skills
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Outbound Recruiting LinkedIn InMails Template



Hi {{candidate.firstname}},



After reading your post about [Post from LinkedIn profile], I 

was just looking at your profile, and I really like how you 

think. I believe your experience and values are exactly what 

[Company_Name] is looking for.



[Compan_Name] is looking to fill a few roles for their 

[Job_Title] team. I saw how you worked on [Project/

responsibility of the candidate], and I’m sure 

[Company_Name] would love to hear more about your 

experience with this.



I’d love to chat with you about this role. Do you have a few 

minutes for a quick conversation?



Do let me know!



Sincerely,


{{sender.signature}}
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Subject line: Exploratory chat with X company’s 

leadership team



Hope all is well. I’m part of X company’s talent team. I 

came across your profile and was very impressed with your 

background. Your experience at ABC company, XYZ 

company, and background in product management is 

really solid.



Our product leadership team is very interested in getting to 

know your background. I was wondering if you might be 

open to an informational chat. I’d welcome an opportunity 

to get acquainted and create a platform for you to connect 

with folks here.



Looking forward to hearing from you
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Save time, hire at a 
2X speed with Kula

Kula’s outbound recruiting platform lets you proactively 

reach out and engage with the top talent everywhere. 

With Kula, you have complete control, visibility, and 

predictability over your entire talent pipeline.

Kula Circles


All your employee networks in one place with real-time 

visibility of candidate status
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Kula Flows 


Set up customized outbound recruiting flows on autopilot 

across candidates’ preferred channels of communication


We need you at PotterHouse!

PotterHouse needs a Product Architect like you!
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“

Co-founder at Chronicle 

Tejas Gawande 


With Kula, we made referrals proactive and closed a 

role within 1 week as compared to 8 weeks before.
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